INTRODUCTION:
Time-resolved vibrational spectroscopy is currently employed in many areas of chemistry and biochemistry to unravel the fast kinetics and mechanisms of photo-induced reactions.
These include conformational changes of bio molecules like the folding and unfolding process of peptides and proteins, making use of the structure sensitivity and specificity of vibrational spectra. However, information on molecular chirality, which can provide more direct information on structural changes, is typically only obtained from with pump-induced sample anisotropy 3, 9 , which may exceed the true chiral signal by more than an order of magnitude. Different techniques have been suggested to suppress such artifacts in the context of electronic transient CD spectroscopy. One possible solution is to try to depolarize the pump laser beam or to insert a spinning half-wave plate into the pump path 5 . Hache and coworkers, on the other hand, proposed to carefully align a Pockels cell to optimize circular polarized probe pulses in the UV/visible 10 . They were able to obtain a sufficiently high degree of circular polarization to reduce birefringence artifacts below noise level. In the mid-infrared regime Pockels cells cannot produce the necessary birefringence and Photo Elastic Modulators (PEM) are preferably utilized for manipulating the polarization state. They are usually employed for the polarization modulation of a continuous light beam in static vibrational circular dichroism measurements, where the birefringence of optical elements in the beam path can cause similar artifacts as anisotropic excitation in pump-probe measurements. In order to reduce such artifacts, Nafie and co-workers proposed to use a second photo elastic modulator placed immediately after the sample to "scramble" the polarization 11 . This second modulator has a different frequency from the first one and its retardation is adjusted so as to randomize the polarization of the infrared beam. By averaging over a large number of modulator oscillations, polarization-based artifact signals can be strongly reduced.
Similarly, a beam reversal configuration has been proposed, where the probe beam is reflected back through the same PEM prior to detection, so as to return the light to its original state of linear polarization 12 . While these methods can greatly improve the quality of equilibrium VCD measurements, artifacts arising from imperfections of the sample cell (e.g. strain-induced linear birefringence of the windows or linear birefringence of an anisotropic sample) cannot be removed in this manner. To achieve this, it was recently proposed to insert an additional rotating half-wave plate into the beam path 13 .
Methods based on time-averaging over random pump or probe polarizations in order to eliminate artifacts appear at present too time-costly to be applied to transient VCD measurements. Indeed, with lasers of kilohertz repetition rate highest sensitivity is achieved by comparing, under identical conditions, the transmitted intensity of consecutive mid-IR laser pulses in the presence of and without the preceding pump pulse that induces the chemical or biochemical reaction of interest. Our approach to reducing artifacts in transient VCD spectroscopy is therefore similar to that of Hache and coworkers 10 , and we present in this article a method that allows us to create highly symmetrical probe beam polarizations using a photo elastic modulator. Intrinsic imperfections of the modulator and strain birefringence of the sample cell can be largely compensated by an appropriate timing scheme. An analysis of the very small remaining linear dichroism artifacts in our recent transient VCD experiment is presented.
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD:
Fig: 1 describes our experimental setup. It is designed to measure the transmitted intensity of left and right handed circular polarized mid-IR pulses at specific delay times after photo-triggering a reaction by visible or UV light, and was inspired by the first implementation by Xie and Simon of picosecond time-resolved electronic circular dichroism spectroscopy 5 . The generation of the femtosecond infrared pulses, which take the place of black-body radiation from a ceramic or graphite-based glower (or tungsten in the near infra-red) used in conventional VCD spectrometers 14 , has been described in detail elsewhere 15 . In brief, femtosecond pulses are generated by a commercial amplified Ti:sapphire laser system (Spectra Physics) operating at 800 nm. as a quarter wave plate with opposite sign for consecutive pulses. The transmitted intensity is recorded individually for every laser shot using home-built gated amplifiers followed by 16 bit analog/digital conversion. The VCD signal is then evaluated in the computer as the log-ratio of an average (typically 300-1000) of left and right handed probe pulse intensities, corrected by the appropriate reference signals: 
ARTIFACTS IN TRANSIENT VCD MEASUREMENTS
Several articles have already described in detail possible polarization artifacts in the context of transient electronic CD spectroscopy 3, 10, 12, 18 . In this section we therefore only recall in brief the effects of (pump-induced) linear and circular birefringence and linear dichroism and why they can be avoided when perfectly symmetrical left and right handed probe pulses are used. In transient VCD, artifacts arising from the non-linearity of mid-IR detectors and small background signals need to be equally considered.
a) Non-linearity of the detectors and background signals
The change in resistivity of mercury-cadmium-telluride photoconductive detectors is a non-linear function of the incident photon flux, and we need to attenuate our probe pulses by more than a factor of ten in order to avoid complete saturation. In addition, the recorded intensities are corrected for the detector non-linearity on a shot-to-shot basis after digitization in the computer (details are presented in the next section). Without this, the VCD signal is significantly reduced in regions of weaker sample absorption and in the center of the laser spectrum and can be strongly distorted. Apart from providing a constant scaling factor, correcting the detector non-linearity is, however, less critical in In order to analyze and optimize the polarization state of the probe pulses we place a second polarizer, which is perpendicular to the first one, after the PEM, as depicted in 
where I 0 is the incident intensity, ϕ 0 the retardation induced at the turning points of the PEM oscillations and f m the natural frequency of the PEM. To calibrate the maximum retardation ϕ 0 we first coarsely adjust the trigger delay d such that pulses cross the PEM at a turning point of its oscillations. Then, we vary the modulation amplitude and record the transmitted intensity on the detector, yielding the signal shown in Fig. 4 B. The maximum signal corresponds to the point where the modulator acts as a half-wave plate (ϕ 0 =π), at half of this modulation amplitude the PEM acts as a quarter wave plate (ϕ 0 =π/2). Subsequently, with the maximum retardation fixed at π or π/2, the arrival time of the pulses at the modulator is varied by delaying the triggers to the laser system, yielding the dotted curves in Fig. 4 C, which should be described by equation 3.
However, in order to achieve the best fit between the recorded signals and the prediction of equation 3 (solid lines in Fig. 4 C) with ϕ 0 =π/2 and π, respectively. The experimental data is reproduced by adjusting the parameter δφ≈0.002, from which the tiny ellipticity of the probe pulses can be estimated.
b) Asymmetric triggering and birefringence compensation
In order to correct for the on-axis linear birefringence of the modulator (or that of the sample cell), we modify our triggering scheme and slightly adjust the delays sent to the laser system. The principle of this technique is explained in Fig. 5 : The residual static birefringence corresponds to a constant offset δϕ in the retardation modulation, as depicted at the bottom of Fig. 5 B. When the modulator amplitude is adjusted to produce a maximum retardation of +π/2 (λ/4) the subsequent laser pulse, in the symmetric triggering scheme, is subject to a retardation slightly in excess of -π/2, resulting in elliptical polarization (indicated by the dotted elliptical arrow). A retardation of -π/2 can nevertheless be realized by making the laser pulse pass the modulator before it has reached the negative turning point of its oscillation. For this purpose, every second trigger is anticipated by a time δt of the order of 100 nanoseconds. Furthermore, in static VCD measurements with slightly elliptical polarization the signal is reduced by a few percent at most. We will also show below that even the less perfectly polarized probe pulse generated by our symmetric triggering scheme cause only negligible birefringence artifacts under the conditions of our first successful transient VCD experiment reported in ref 8 . Nonetheless, in samples exhibiting larger linear dichroism and weaker VCD changes much more harmful artifacts may arise unless the static linear birefringence of PEM and sample cell is compensated.
EXPERIMENT AND SIMULATIONS
In our first transient VCD experiment Fig. 7 B. The spectral broadening and shift then partially decays on a 20 ps timescale due to energy dissipation from the hot molecule to the solvent (black and blue line in Fig. 7 B) . These spectral changes are reasonably well-captured by a simulation (see Fig. 7 C and D) assuming a single Lorentzian band, which is red-shifted and broadened immediately after excitation and then narrows and shifts back with a 20 ps time constant. The static VCD spectrum (Fig 7 E) is more difficult to simulate as multiple vibrational modes seem to contribute and vibrational circular dichroism is strongly enhanced by a broad low-lying magnetic dipole allowed d-d transition of Cobalt, which is not seen in the absorption spectrum but gives rise to a negative background CD signal 21 .
Here we only seek a qualitative match and model the data by assigning an appropriate rotational strength to the narrow Lorentzian vibrational line on top of a broad Gaussian CD band (Fig. 7 F) . After photo-excitation the Lorentzian contribution is assumed to evolve in parallel with the absorption spectrum (spectral shifts and broadening but no change in rotational strength) while the broad background signal strongly weakens in the hot sample after photo-excitation. This is in agreement with temperature-dependent equilibrium measurements (see ref. 8 ) which reveal a significant weakening of the static VCD signal in a heated sample. In particular we have demonstrated that the offset signals due to linear birefringence recorded after placing a second crossed polarizer into the beam path between sample and detector can be eliminated. This may, in the future, also allow us to place highly polarization sensitive optical elements of a spectrometer (concave mirrors, grating etc.)
behind the sample. Indeed, our present experimental design based on dispersing the light before the sample limits our time resolution for transient measurements to a few picoseconds although sub picoseconds measurements are in principle possible given the initial duration of the mid-IR pulses (≈100 fs). It would be also much more efficient to disperse the light after the sample and to perform multi channel detection affording in addition correlated spectral noise. This should drastically improve data quality. Indeed, we presently achieve a noise level of less than 20 µOD within 1 second of averaging but low frequency noise (predominantly electronic background drifts) over one complete time or frequency scan (few minutes) is approximately three times larger. (Fig 3) , Open
Circles: after compensation of static birefringence by asymmetric triggering (Fig 5) . 
